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3TO 6b~~OnrnilnepnO~CMyTHbIXnOnCKOB, 
rnyxoro 6pomeHwx YMOB,~JI~~IUPIX pennrn- 
03noi4 rapMoHnn, Mnpoc03epqawu UenocT- 
HOrOEIyTemnTenbHO~.POmAaJrHCbnp~A- 
JInBbIe CKa3aHnR,B03HnKaJIH ElppaIJnOHaJIb- 
HbIeUMOIWIbI 6oroB”. 
(Ivanov 1994: 71) 

rOpHnXCTpaHIIOTpe6HaMepa, 
Hem 3eMHbIXn3MepEITb,QHO. 
r0~0p51~mepaBHo 
YMo3peHnenBepa: 
hI@JIeeMCKaxIIeI.IIepa, 
HOBbItirpo6~cKaJIe-oAH0. 
(III, 556) 

1. 

The fact that VjaCeslav Ivanov was not a theologian has limited both his 
acknowledged influence on professional theologians and the attention paid to 
the theological implications of his works by his readers. Yet this does not 
mean that his works have not proven of value to theologians, nor that non- 
theologians can view Ivanov’s potential theology as a merely incidental as- 
pect of his thought. Ivanov himself fully realized the significance of theology 
in his work, as well as that of his work for theology, as he hinted in an article 
from 1908: 
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[B] 3CTeTli9eCKMX ZlCCJlefiOBaHHRX 0 CEIMBOJIe, Mr?+,e, XOpOBOfi 

HpaMe, pea.mopmhfe [...I H nono6err TOMY, KTO HcceKaeT ~3 

KpMcTaJIna vaury, BepH,qTO B Hee BOJIbeTCIl6naropoHHax snara, 
- 6bITb MOxeT,CBHmeHHOeBMHO.(I~, 571) 

As this quotation indicates, Ivanov saw an organic, crystalline unity at 
the base of his topical studies in aesthetics, cultural typology and religious 
psychology. His articles do yield definitive and closely argued conclusions, 
but they also seek to communicate aspects of their author's inscrutable, pre- 
rational intuition, as well as a sense of the immeasurability of the full task at 
hand. Both the intuition and its incommunicability are expounded in Ivanov’s 
articles through abundant quotation of poetry (mostly his own), oblique in- 
tellectual allusions, implicit polemic and selective self-revelation (“umalEiva- 
nie”).2 Few of Ivanov’s theoretical works were spontaneous in genesis, most 
being evoked by some more or less incidental commission or arising from 
literary polemics; still, he always used the immediate occasion to explore the 
implications of a silent, but stable and perceptible basic position. Therefore, 
while Ivanov never formally addresses theology, it is not difficult to sense 
that his various phenomenological studies involve some theological precepts. 

Unfortunately, Ivanov’s expectation that readers would divine his 
underlying theological meaning and inspiration through its immediate ex- 
pression has not often been met. The most lurid example of misguided appre- 
ciation is the following passage from an essay by the Symbolist poet and 
future priest Sergej Solov’ev: 

B CBOeM CTpeMJIeHkiH K pa3pyLlIeHHIO OCHOB XpHCTRaHCKOfi Be- 
pbI, HCKYCHO naBHpJ’R MeXjJJ’ pa3nR’IHbIMki TeYeHHSIMM COBpe- 

MeHHOZt pyCCKOti MblCJlM, OH, B IJenOM pIlJ(e CTaTefi EI CTHXO- 

TBOpHbIX npOI43BejJeHEii& BbIBO,QHT XpHCTAaHCTBO E13 Heap rpe- 

WCKOti MEICTHKH, OTOX~eCTBJUlX CHMBOnbI &fOHIlCa M XpElCTa, 

He OCTaHaBnHBaRCb lIepeA TaKHMH BbIpaXeHE-IMFi, KaK “XpHC- 

TOGTepaKJl” II AaXe “rOJlrO+a BaKXa”. TJ’MaHHbIfi R3blK 9aCTO 

3aTeMHIIeTOT 4HTaTWISl IICTMHHbIfi CMbICJlTeOpMfi B. MBaHOBa,H 
~THM MOXHO 06’bxCHHTb TaKzfe xBneHkix, Kax conocrar3nenne B. 
kiBaHOBa ‘IJ’Tb JIH He C OTqaMH UepKBH B KHIil-e B. 3pHa 0 CKO- 

BopoAe. (Solov’ev 1916: 52)3 

Sergej Solov’ev was not the only one to accuse Ivanov of heresy. In the 
context of the emigre church schism in the nineteen-twenties, Georgij Grabbe 
traced the Russian Church’s decline back to the Symbolist period, and speci- 
fically to Ivanov’s meeting Anna Minclova, which allegedly gave a foothold 
to the Brotherhood of the Rosy Cross in Russia (Grabbe 1927: 10). A view 
characteristic of conservative commentators is the following: 
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B ABaJJUZiTOM BeKe “paACH&UI” COBCpllIaJIMCb He B JIeCaX, a B 

IIeTpOrpllJJCK&iX I’OCTEiHbIX H OTACJIbHbIX Ka6HHeTiSX PeCTOpaHOB. 

KPOBb UKJVIbT)‘PHO” BbITaYHBUIEl ki IIliJIH C BHHOM. ~JIJICK~, XO- 

POBOAbI - COXpaHliJIHCb. h’hHa)z, BaKXaHOK - 3aMeHHJIli @HJIO- 

COabI, aPTliCTbI, IIOSTbI - TC, KTO IIbITaCTCR HbIHe )WiTb HSlC nIpa- 

Bocnasmo! (Vozbuditeli raskola 1927: 20) 

This passage is revealing in several regards. Acknowledging the mystical 
basis of Russian modernism, the anonymous author finds Ivanov’s patented 
terms symptomatic of its ambivalent religious inspiration, encompassing an- 
cient orgiasm and the Russian sectarians (Chlysty). Moreover, he discerns a 
direct link between these religious ambitions and the theology of such think- 
ers as S.N. Bulgakov, A.V. KartaSev, and other prominent emigre thinkers 
grouped around the St. Sergius Theological Institute in Paris. The author 
testifies not only to the notoriety of some of Ivanov’s ideas, but also to the 
common impression that, in some unfathomable way, they aspired to have 
significance for the Churche4 

However, all of these critiques underscore the danger of making judg- 
ments on the basis of a hasty reading of Ivanov’s works. One must not seek 
to label the defining unity of his thought with individual formulations culled 
from isolated sources, whether they be Ivanov’s own articles or memoiristic 
literature. Superficial readings are particularly misleading with respect to his 
writings’ religious import. For example, in his 1909 article ‘Ancient Terror’ 
Ivanov postulates an ancient belief in a cosmic goddess, what he terms theli- 
monotheism (III, 103). Despite his obvious (though vague) sympathy with 
this belief he would later warn one student against interpreting it “as an inte- 
gral part” of his own religion (Segal 1994: 343). Another example is revealed 
by contemporaries’ diaries, which preserve two contradictory statements on 
the virginity of Mother of God, pronounced only four months apart in 1909 
(Obatnin 1994: 143; El’Eaninov 1984: 61); taken together they bear witness 
only to his particular interest in this Christian mystery and his knowledge of 
esoteric and allegorical traditions. A piecemeal approach to Ivanov’s “reli- 
gion” can only lead to its fragmentation and distortion.’ In order to receive 
guidance in its interpretation, one must turn to the most immediate and inte- 
gral part of his creative heritage - his poetry. 

As poet, Ivanov understood himself roughly as fulfilling the role, and 
exercising the rights, of prophet, as expounded by Vladimir Solov’ev in his 
tripartite vision of theocracy.6 Solov’ev understood prophecy, not as the pre- 
diction of future events, but as the “free and living activity” of the Holy 
Spirit, that unites the divinely-ordained Church and state in the common, 
divine-human task (Solov’ev 1948: 206; cf. II, 87). Charismatic prophecy 
hovers above traditional realms of human activity, whether they are con- 
cerned with phenomena immanent to the world (aesthetics) or transcendent 
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(religion), presaging and prefiguring the future unity of the two cosmic 
realms. Accepting this definition at least for Ivanov’s self-perception, one 
must seek to determine Ivanov’s “prophetic” message within the dynamic 
process of cosmic integration, without substituting any of its parts for the 
whole. For this reason we shall commence our consideration of Ivanov’s 
theological significance with the analysis of a poem. 

ECT~B O~TMHOBII~CT~IHI~EOXGUIM~T~~~CIIO~~IT~~~HE~~~. 
lloB~~eH~10cTapuaA~~p0~1l~ 
HanHcaHo6pasnpewIcToSl: 
nOKpati3eMJIIlJ(ElBHOe 
EiOraTCTBOHEIBHOe; 
BnaHanmqa c ne6a 
~nSI~HTHaIIpOCTOpKOnOCr?CTbI~; 
CTIOpBTCBKOnOCbSI, 
EiMHO~aTCIIBuOneCHOIIbI30nOTFiCTOr0 xrre6a... 

TatiHbIsuepKBerny6HHCBnTOpyCCKElX3aTBOpHElua, 
Pyc1l60p~1MOtiCO CBeTnbIMEl.Q'XIl~O6OpHHua, 
uenpa5l EinarOTBOpHTenbHHua, 
CMyTRKpOBetiHapO~IlMOft3eMneYMHpFlTenbHIIua, 
Jla&HaM xneba BCKO~OCTH,- 
fiO6pbIMBCXOAaMCuOpOCTM, 
MaTepb~OmHliCuOpHTenbHHua! 

22 HeKa6ps [1917] 
(Ivanov 1918; with inaccuracies IV, 75) 

This poem is the seventh and final one in a cycle written in response to 
the October Revolution, entitled ‘Songs of the Time of Troubles’ (‘Pesni 
smutnogo vremeni’). At the time, according to a later memoir&, the cycle 
was perceived as “malicious, counter-revolutionary verse”;7 this, together 
with the fact that Ivanov did not include it in his posthumous collection The 
Evening Light (Svet veZerniJ, has led to its marginalization in Ivanov’s poe- 
tic corpus. Still, the poems of the cycle crystallize large themes in Ivanov’s 
creative work and grant entrance into the world of the integral poet-thinker. 

This is certainly true with respect to the historiosophical and political 
stance adopted in the cycle, which moves from an empirical reaction to the 
events of late 1917 towards their metaphysical basis and religious resolution. 
In the closing months of 1917, Ivanov had already inscribed the following 
prognosis: 

PeBonIouwx npoTeKaeT BHepenHrx03Ho. LJenocTHoe caMoonpe- 
AeneHkIe HapOflHOe He MOXeT 6bITb BHepenHrHO3HbIM. kITaK, 
peBonIoukIxHe BbrpamaeT~oHbIHeuenocTHoroHapo~orocabio- 
onpe,qeneHax [...I fins HcTklHHoro cBeplueIiaa cBoer0 [...I 0Ha 
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nonxna swrb qenocmoe EI, cneaosaTenbn0, npemne mere pe- 
Jnn-noanoe caMoonperrenenue napona. (III, 364) 

Such a probing reaction to the Revolution was well characterized by D.H. 
Lawrence: “It is the absence of the Easter kiss which makes the Bolshevist 
bread barren, dead. They eat dead bread, now” (1962: 238). Ivanov, however, 
would never have agreed that religion could be completely and irrevocably 
absent, and he fully appreciated the spiritual value of suffering and depri- 
vation; he concludes his cycle on the revolution envisioning new crops of 
enlivened bread. Here, perhaps, we see an example of the Christian aesthetic 
principle Ivanov called “prophesying in hope”, instead of “in memory”, 
which was the realm of pre-Christian art (III, 97). The vision of humanity as 
a ripe field is essentially eschatological: instead of seeking causes of events 
in a lost Golden Age, it seeks their ends in the age to come. 

The cycle is also significant in the way that it appropriates the tradi- 
tions of Russian literature for illustration and confirmation of the inevitably 
religious destination of culture, as it achieves unity with religion in the future 
synthesis in a transformed cosmos. In previous poems of the cycle reference 
is made to such texts as PuSkin’s ‘The Demons’ (‘Besy’) and The Bronze 
Horseman, Lermontov’s ‘Meditation’ (‘Duma’), Dostoevskij, even Nekra- 
sov’s ‘Morning Stroll’ from On the Weather, all works containing prophetic 
statements and images concerning the Russian Revolution, Ivanov’s final 
poem in his cycle on the revolution is both the culmination of this implicit 
meditation on the ways of Russian literature and a step away from literature 
in the strict sense towards semi-liturgical writing, a kind of overture to the 
symphony of Russian literature. 

The first clearly liturgical feature of the poem is its subject, the Icon of 
the Mother of God “Sporitel’nica chlebov”, which was revealed in about 
1890 to St. Amvrosij of Optina, just before his repose in 1891.’ The degree 
of Amvrosij’s participation in the icon’s composition is not entirely clear: he 
probably named the icon and may himself have directed its composition, but 
he might simply have directed that the harvest scene be added to an existing 
icon; some accounts claim that he merely was presented the icon in its exist- 
ing state.g In no account of the origin of “Sporitel’nica chlebov”, contrary to 
Ivanov’s poem, is there any mention of the icon being conceived in a vision. 
Whatever its actual origin, Amvrosij presented the icon to the Samordino 
Convent he founded near Optina Pustyn’, indicating that its feast be cele- 
brated on October 15. For its liturgical celebration Amvrosij also composed a 
short verse to be added to every other stanza of the Akathist Hymn to the 
Mother of God: “Rejoice, o Full of Grace, the Lord be with Thee! Grant also 
us unworthy ones the dew of Thy grace and show Thy mercy!” Subsequently 
a new Akathist Hymn to the icon has been composed, along with a special 
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devotional prayer and the shorter hymns used in regular church services, the 
troparion and kondakion. 

IIpesnc-raa AeBo Mapnx, MaTn LJaps HeGecn M 3eMnn! Bnaro- 
y~pO6~0 npminpaenni Ha nro6rmrax &Ha TBOerO, XpHCTa EOra 
HalI.lerO,H TpY)l,J4~klXCR BO IlMII Ero BeYHOrO panSi CnaCeHHII,H 
nogaemx HM ~c1lo61lnb~o K nacnam~enaro, Cnopnrenbnaue cy- 
Iz1(H Xne6Oa EM, ti36asnas HX BCIIKMIl H)'mHbr H YTeCHeHRR EI 
JWT~O~% HM pa6oM TBOHM CJWHM,H~~~BJI~HH~ BeYHbLIl MYKH H 
XGf3HbBeYHyFO. 

YeCTHOe manHI4e 6bIBIIIee HeE13peSeHHOrO eCTeCTBa EOxeCT- 
BeHHarO, BbIIIIe CJIOBa H naYe YMa H rpeIUHbIM eCH CnOpyVHUa, 
~0AaBaeI.W 6JUirOAaTbM HCIJeneHae,aKO MaTHBCeX UapCTBylO- 
UEIX. Mona CbIHa TBoero nOJlYW%TH HaM MEiJlOCTb B AeHb CYJI- 
nbrt. (‘Akafist’ 1992) 

The icon “Sporitel’nica chlebov”, like the similar “Bogomater’ DerZ;avnaja” 
(Panteleimon 1958: 530-531), has thus seen a rapid spread from local 
veneration to regular liturgical status in the Russian Orthodox Church. 

The unusual structure of Ivanov’s poem is actually quite reminiscent of 
a troparion and kondakion, which are sung together in Orthodox services in 
honor of whatever or whomever is being celebrated on any given day.” 
Either kind of liturgical stanza can consist of a descriptive exposition, as seen 
in the first stanza of Ivanov’s poem, or a direct and encomiastic appeal, as 
seen in the second stanza. Although both stanzas of the “Sporitel’nica” 
hymns as we have quoted them are addressed to the Mother of God, the same 
combination as in Ivanov’s poem can be found, for example, for the feast of 
the Annunciation. In the hymns composed to the “Sporitel’nica” icon, how- 
ever, one can notice a concentration of epithets in the kondakion (the second 
hymn), as in Ivanov’s poem. In addition to the bipartite structure, another 
hymnic feature is the devotional tone of Ivanov’s poem, which can be com- 
pared to that of the famous Akathist, a long series of kondakia and oikoi. 
Some have seen the Akathist as excessively devotional with respect to the 
Mother of God, Who, in Orthodox tradition, must not be separated in devo- 
tion from Her Son (a prescription followed in both hymns to the “Spori- 
tel’nica” icon). The poem’s liturgical feel is augmented by a pair of Church 
Slavic grammatical forms (the genitive singular feminine “tajnyja cerkve” 
and the instrumental plural “duchi”; the form “Mater”’ might also be in- 
cluded), and many of the words of the poem, especially the epithets of the 
Mother of God, are perhaps more common in Church Slavic than in Russian. 

In 1913, Ivanov had confessed that “in his long meditations on the 
essence of poetry” he had “lost the ability to recognize the limits of holy 
allotments”, so that some of his poems would doubtless seem to many “to be 
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dedicated to subjects inaccessible to the Muse by their loftiness or their 
‘transcendence”’ (III, 7). While unable to judge “desirable from undesirable” 
according to content, Ivanov claims that the ultimate measure of appropriate- 
ness is “the integrity of form” (III, 8). Not too long before writing “Songs of 
the Time of Troubles”, Ivanov had again defended the mixture of faith and 
artifice in his religious poetry by alluding specifically to the “most difficult 
and refined form” of the Akathist Hymn (Ivanov 1916). While affirming the 
artist’s freedom to use such forms as “an expression of the pure need of strict 
prayer”, he notes that the poet is most convincing when he is “true to his own 
style” (ibid.). Following Ivanov’s indications, one easily sees that, despite its 
liturgical accoutrement, his poem remains decidedly a modern poem. Firstly, 
the lines are rhymed in an irregular fashion, The rhymes are, moreover, very 
significant for the meaning of the poem, for example “Amvrosija” is linked 
by rhyme with “kolos’ja”, and by an inner rhyme to the word “BoZija” from 
the first line; the ripening ear of wheat (“kolos”) and laboring hermit are 
likened to each other in their devotion, both achieving a divine state of per- 
fection, as the Eucharistic bread and divine-humanity, respectively. The word 
“Sporitel’nica” is marked in the first stanza by its lack of rhyme, and in the 
second stanza by ending the only non-paired line (which does, however, 
rhyme with two other lines). The word’s odd position links the beginning and 
end of the poem; its meaning stresses the organic nature of the spiritual of 
growth patronized by the Mother of God and concentrates the reader’s atten- 
tion on the word “Sporitel’nica” itself. Among the poem’s other non-liturgi- 
cal formal features is its loose but clear rhythm, alternating between two- and 
three-foot meters, and combinations thereof. 

The second main distinction between Ivanov’s poem and liturgical 
hymnography concerns the epithets of the Mother of God. “PreEistaja” is tra- 
ditional, and “Sporitel’nica” stems from the icon, but all of the remaining 
epithets (“Pobomica”, “Blagotvoritel’nica ” “Umiritel’nica”, and “Zatvorni- , 
ca”) are not themselves used with any frequency in liturgical texts, although 
similar ones are (cf. “Voevoda”, “Zastupnica”; “Vratamica”” is the actual 
name of the revered Iveron Icon of the Mother of God). Also, the epithets are 
given in the nominative case, not the vocative of Church Slavic hymns (e.g., 
“Nevesto nenevestnaja” from the original Akathist Hymn to the Mother of 
God). 

Therefore the poem exists in some space between poetry and liturgy, 
incorporating the two, linking them at the root, but giving itself wholly over 
to neither. It asserts both the religious destination and creative freedom of art, 
in accordance with Ivanov’s understanding of art as prophecy. It would be an 
injustice, therefore, to view the poem as a contamination of poetry and li- 
turgy that subordinates both to some arbitrary criterion. It would be more 
accurate to see it as a myth of the prophet-poet, caught in his eternally artistic 
movement towards the final reunification of culture and religion in the King- 
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dom of God, whether the latter is understood as Solov’ev’s millennial Em- 
pire or as the fulfillment of the Church in a more traditional sense. In this 
sense the poem clarifies the role and position of the prophetic artist while 
demonstrating that for Ivanov, at least in the late 1910s the presaged and 
prefigured reunification, eschatological reality, would preserve forms more 
or less traditional in Russian Orthodoxy. We find not only a myth of the 
poet’s general stance as prophet, but also a symbol of his positive confession 
of Orthodoxy in this particular period. 

Both the prophetic nature of art and Ivanov’s personal faith refer us to 
the central principle of his world-view: the belief in two, mutually dependent 
worlds, heavenly and earthly. The two worlds are one in principle, in possi- 
bility, and - eschatologically - in reality; but in time, in space, the two 
worlds appear as dichotomous. In his book on Skovoroda, mentioned by 
Sergej Solov’ev as the apotheosis of Vjaceslav Ivanov, Vladimir Em called 
such a world-view “dualistic monism”, or “supra-essential realism” (1912: 
263). In the poem under consideration this principle is reflected with parti- 
cular clarity in the person of the Mother of God, who is simultaneously a 
supra-essential being with dominion over the earth and the earth itself, both 
the prototype and the icon of the cosmos. The connection between the 
Mother of God and the earth is expressed in the lines: 

Bnagmmqa c He6a 
I?IXAWTH~ npoc~op~0n0~a~~b1B; 
CIIOp5lTC~KOJlOCbSI, 
ki hfHOXaTC~BIIOJIeCHOl-IbI3OJIOTHCTOI-0 xne6a... 

The two levels of reality are parallel: the Mother of God looks, the earth 
brings forth fruit. Indeed the two levels are in a sense identical, which is what 
allows the poet, when speaking of the icon, to say “There is in Optina 
Pustyn’ the Mother of God...“. This relationship of identity, for Ivanov, is 
symbolic, and therefore he can speak both of the earth and of the icon as 
symbols of the Mother of God, i.e., as manifestations of her essence in time 
and space. The symbolic nature of the cosmos also extends to the particular 
actions of beings, what Ivanov would call myths. The Mother of God not 
only is the earth, She brings forth fruit - “the Fruit of her womb, Jesus” in 
the traditional “Hail Mary” prayer, the literal fruit of the earth in this poem, 
or the Eucharistic bread that makes all of these levels of reality present 
simultaneously and in the same place. Each of these acts is mythical insofar 
as it is performed by a transcendent subject within the bounds of time and 
space. 

In these images Ivanov’s Symbolism reveals its principal significance 
for understanding the interplay of divine and natural realities in Christianity, 
preeminently in the sacraments. Indeed, Eucharistic symbols were prominent 
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in Ivanov’s theories as early as 1905, in the early article ‘On Descent’, which 
details aesthetic principles characterized by phrases from the Eucharistic 
canon.U The doctrine of real presence is an obvious model for Ivanov’s Rea- 
listic Symbolism, but this doctrine itself is of limited value without a broader 
understanding of the nature of symbolic relations, and of the realities that are 
being made present. Ivanov places the principle of symbolism, and the sym- 
bol itself, at the center of an entire complex of doctrines, covering everything 
from aesthetics to cosmology. Ivanov’s achievement logically leads back to 
reflection on the Eucharistic vision that lay at its beginning. 

This points to Ivanov’s first major and lasting contribution to Orthodox 
theology: the symbol and myth as categories that explain embodiments of 
transcendent reality and truth. As we have seen, the symbol itself is a parti- 
cularly rich and powerful concept, singularly “prophetic” in its ability to inte- 
grate entire doctrines in its very definition. Ivanov’s gradual contemplation 
of the symbol revealed a distinct metaphysics (“monistic dualism”) and the 
kernel of a renewed sacramentology. In the absence of direct documentary 
evidence, it is premature to speak of Ivanov’s direct influence on theologians 
who have elaborated a revitalized Orthodox sacramentology and aesthetics, 
from Pave1 Florenskij to Vladimir Lossky and Alexander Schmemann,‘3 but 
Ivanov’s writings on the symbol undoubtedly played a central role in esta- 
blishing the ontological dignity of the religious principle of representation, as 
an expression of transcendent reality that remains in some true sense iden- 
tical to that reality (cf. Lepachin 1988). The importance of his theories for 
Onomatodoxy (“imjaslavie”), which promotes belief in divine names as 
icons or symbols of the divinity, has recently begun to receive due attention 
(Evtuhov 1997: 213-214; Ghidini 1996). But Ivanov’s contribution was 
broad and rich enough that it inspired not only an enriched understanding of 
liturgical art and the sacraments, but even of dogma as symbolic and anti- 
nomial formulations of transcendent truth (cf. II, 613-614). Whatever his 
direct influence may have been, the reader of Ivanov recognizes much in the 
modern Orthodox theology of the symbol that can be traced to him and 
which might benefit from renewed acquaintance with this source. 

The symbols and myths of Mary discussed above make manifest the 
energies of her nature. Perhaps the central symbol of the Mother of God in 
the poem is the untranslatable epithet and symbol “Sporitel’nica”, both the 
principle and agent of fertility. The word “Sporitel’nica” is both clear and 
obscure. It is clear that the word refers to some aid rendered to the organic 
process; etymologically the word is connected to the English “spore”, a kind 
of parcel of life. Yet there appears to be no single word in English that would 
describe precisely what is meant by the phrase “sporjatsja kolos’ja”. It is not 
fertilization, nor is it ripening; it is the intermediate stage when the fertilized 
grain accepts life and begins its growth, Moreover, no biological term in 
English seems fully appropriate for the Mother of God; “Facilitator” is a 
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weak compromise for the rich “Sporitel’nica”, the obscurity of which under- 
scores both its great semantic capacity and, ultimately, its transcendent ori- 
gin. It effectively communicates the silence inherent in any work of art, the 
poet’s silence before the fact of creativity and before the object of his 
contemplation (cf. Ivanov 1916). 

In the case at hand both aspects of the poet’s creative-receptive act are 
united in a single image: the object of contemplation is precisely the creative 
potential of the cosmos. The life-giving aspect of the Mother of God had 
particular interest for Ivanov, engaged as he was in reuniting the two separate 
realms through the receptivity of the lower realm. The Mother of God, identi- 
fied in the Orthodox tradition as the fulfillment of the prophecy of Jacob’s 
Ladder, joining heaven to earth, is the patron of all human growth, and 
particularly of art, the preeminent objectification of, and witness to, ontolo- 
gical growth. As such, She becomes for Ivanov and other Symbolists the pre- 
eminent patron of “prophecy”, this prefiguration of ontological and pheno- 
menal unity.14 In this sense the Mother of God is even present in this poem 
on another level, as the leaven on which it has grown. 

If we identify the symbol as Ivanov’s first important contribution to 
Orthodox theology, then his second will be this view of spiritual growth 
through the receptivity of divine energies, and of holiness as a palpable gift.‘s 
It is significant that the poem is not only about the Mother of God, but also 
about Starec Amvrosij, one of the pillars of modern Russian sanctity. Apro- 
pos of Dostoevskij, Ivanov wrote that “he understands how incomparable is 
the joy of the people when on its earthly fields, amid the stunted stalks half- 
choked by weeds, a blade shoots up that is born in God as the precursor of 
the coming crop of a better humanity; like a Eucharistic stalk in which the 
Holy Ghost has invisibly transformed the Earth into the Sun, the grains of 
wheat into the body of the Lamb” (1989: 160; Russian text III, 316, cf. IV, 
584). The “good crops” called for by Ivanov in the poem are personified by 
Amvrosij, whose name after all rhymes with “Bo2ij” and “kolos’ja”. If we 
read a couple of individual lines from the poem this picture stands out with 
particular clarity: 

II0 rnnremiro crapna AMBPOCE~~~ 
BanncaH 06pa3 IIpenncroZt: 
[...I 
rJIIIAkITHanPOCTOPKOnOCklCTb1~; 
CIIOp%TCSIKOllOCbX. 

Amvrosij-BoZij kolos, ripening on the field of the Mother of God, is himself 
as it were an icon of the Most Pure One. His being serves as another ladder to 
heaven, “the angels ascending and descendmg”, and it was of such men that 
Ivanov wrote in his long poem ‘Man’ (‘Celovek’): “Creator of icons and 
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himself an Icon” (II, 198; cf. Lepachin 1988: 105).16 In modern Russian cul- 
ture, and especially in the work of Ivanov, VoloSin, and other poets, the 
greatest image of iconic humanity is St. Seraphim of Sarov, who was espe- 
cially closely identified with the Mother of God.17 The words She addressed 
to St. Seraphim, “He is of our kind” (“On naSego roda”), are echoed in 
Ivanov’s reference to “native land” (“rodimaja zemlja”). Again we note a 
deep connection between Symbolism in human life and the Mother of God. 

The source and focus of this full vision of the symbol is precisely in the 
importance it imparts to the reality and strangeness of mystical experience. 
Without exaggerating the degree of his personal asceticism, it must be ac- 
knowledged that Ivanov was one of the first, if not the first major cultural 
figure to incorporate the language of monasticism in aesthetics, utilizing un- 
usual terms that have since become commonplace and generally understand- 
able: “umnoe delanie”, “molitvennoe delanie”.” Moreover Ivanov placed 
these terms in the context of an aesthetic that was influential among theolo- 
gians. Compare, for example, this later assertion by Florenskij: 

UpaBO Ha CHMBOJIOTBOPYWTBO IIpkiHa~EKMT JIkiU.Ib TOM)‘, KTO 

TpC3BeHHOIo MbICJIbK) H xC3JIOM meJ’Ie3HbIM IIaCCT TBOpHMbIC 

odpasbr Ha mH3HCHHbIX IIDSITIIX CBOWO WXa. He BEiPTy03HOCTb 

pa3pa60TKH, HO aCKeTWICCKOe Tpe3BeHHe B CaMOM 6yhxe TBOP- 

YCCKHX IIOPbIBOB CCTb npPi3HaK ACTHHHOrO TBOp’ICCTBa. 

(Florenskij 1991, II: 121) 

Again, it is very difficult to prove any particular influence of Ivanov on the 
renewed understanding of monasticism in recent Orthodox theology, al- 
though some of the main scholars and popularizers of Russian sanctity, in- 
cluding Pave1 Florenskij, Georgij Fedotov and Ioann Kologrivov, do cite 
Ivanov in their works. Central to this new understanding of personal sanctity 
is the image of illumination by divine light, that is the aesthetic expression of 
an inner, ontological transformation of the individual into an icon of the 
divine. 

Ivanov’s contribution to understanding mystical experience was coun- 
tered somewhat by his role in the general “inflation” of mysticism during the 
Silver Age. Ivanov easily equated “prophets” both with “artists” and “mys- 
tics” so that any artist seemed mystically blessed automatically. Entire na- 
tions, if graced with a particular historical role, might become “nations of 
mystics” (III, 324). Even in 1916, long after the heady days of the Tower and 
the Petersburg Religious-Philosophical Society, Ivanov remained quick to 
defend artists as mystics (1916). Ivanov’s own mystical experiences were 
closely tied to a period of deep interest in extra-ecclesial mysticism, such as 
Russian sects and Western “mysteries”.‘g As in many areas of Ivanov’s crea- 
tive work, it is difficult here to isolate a primordial basis of this confusing 
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array of interests and appellations, which, to some extent, excuses those who 
saw Ivanov’s religious task as the perversion of traditional Christianity 
through “mystical inflation” and Rosenkreuzerism. Against this background 
the poem under analysis represents a rather safe harbor from which forays 
can be made along the dark shores of Ivanov’s thought. 

The two particular contributions identified here, the symbol and a new 
or simply revitalized image of sanctity, are of course closely interrelated. It is 
worth recalling that Ivanov’s symbolism organically grew out of, and to a 
certain extent superseded, his Dionysianism, understood as the mystical 
experience of divine all-unity. Direct mystical experience was for Ivanov 
always a precondition of any artistic or theoretical expression of the more 
real (“realiora”), the true, which coincides with the divine aspect of the 
cosmos. It may seem almost blasphemous to recall Dionysus in the context of 
Christian theology, and indeed many, like Sergej Solov’ev, have found the 
implied connection profoundly inappropriate. Yet the analysis of the poem at 
hand provides a proper context. Mystical experience is the fruit of individual 
labors, but also of a divine willingness to facilitate individual growth and 
effect cosmic reunification. In the poem the Mother of God comes first, 
granting a vision to Amvrosij. Amvrosij communicates this vision to the 
icon-writer, who with a necessary amount of spiritual ability expresses it in 
the icon. Even in the fourth generation the icon communicates to the poet 
energies of the Mother of God, so that of this poem we can say that “She is 
there”. Reading the poem is therefore not simply an aesthetic exercise, but - 
in a theological sense - the acceptance of a sacramental gift of grace that 
affects the entire person, in a moral, ontological, and aesthetic way. 

In a very direct sense Ivanov’s meditations on the divine presence in 
human existence, on the immanence of the transcendent, are a reflection of 
the trinitarian debates that dominated Russian intellectual thought at the be- 
ginning of the century (cf. Meerson 1996: 119-143). It was Vladimir Solo- 
v’ev who placed at the forefront of the contemporary Russian consciousness 
the problem of how the transcendent God achieves immanence, most notably 
in his Lectures OR Divine Humanity. The Trinity itself is an expression of 
God’s desire for otherness (the Logos) and unity (the Spirit); this pre-eternal 
process achieves embodiment in Sophia, the shared being of the triune God- 
head. The objectivization of this multiplicity-in-unity is the cause of the crea- 
tion, but the latter always remains a reflection of the inner life of the Trinity. 
Like Florenskij, Em, Sergej Bulgakov and many of their contemporaries, 
Ivanov saw the resolution of humanity’s dilemma in the realization that 
human (or, more generally, cosmic) life is the manifestation of divine being, 
the life of God. The intrinsic shortcoming of their attempts, in the context of 
Orthodox theology, is that their theories had little need for the Trinity itself, 
nor for its revelation in the world, as they dealt with its embodiment - the 
divine creation or Sophia. 
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The foregoing exposition of Ivanov’s significance for Orthodox Chris- 
tian theology has centered on the figure of the Mother of God, the Theoto- 
kos, whereas Christ Himself has been mentioned only in passing. This single 
fact is sufficient to illustrate some of the objections raised to the understand- 
ing of symbols and symbolic being common to Ivanov and such contem- 
poraries as Vladimir l?rn and Florenskij. As shown briefly above, symbols 
are for them less a gift of grace than the very principle of existence: things 
are to the extent that they share in divine being, to the extent that they sym- 
bolize their divine potential. Nature’s or humanity’s natural receptivity to the 
divine is often seen, in such Christian pantheism, to dwell in the seeds of 
divinity (“logoi spermatikoi”). The human soul (for Ivanov) or fleshly image 
(for Florenskij) must come to renounce its worldly independence and accept 
its potential divinity: Psyche seeks Amor, Anima - Animus, and the Earth - 
Spirit. Since humanity is already in principle identical to the divinity, Christ- 
Logos, the accent shifts to the almost natural process of growing into one’s 
inherent divinity, revealing or illuminating one’s inner logos or countenance 
(“lik”). This aesthetic focus is the basis of the one direct critique of Ivanov’s 
Symbolism as theology: 

CHMBOJI Ii CHMBOJIH3M TOJIbKO KOHCTaTWPyIOT HaJIHWie B 3eMHOfi 

JJeZtCTBElTeJlbHOCTH HeCOBePIIIeHHbIX OTpaXCHHti 6onee PeaJIb- 

HbIX, IIOTyCTOPOHHElX IIpeJJMeTOB &i 5IBJIeHHk [.. .] I-@irJIaIlIaSl 

YenoBeka yHecTHcb a realibus ad realiora CHMBO~ kl ckIr~fBo~ni3M 0T 
CaMOl-0 YeJIOBeKa He TpebyeT BbISIBkITb CO6CTBeHHylO PeaJlbHOCTb, 

T.C., OWiCTNTbCxOTrpeXOB, c6pOCHTb C ce6a BeTXOI.0 'IeJIOBeKa. 
(Popov 1949: 16) 

It is quite common in Russian religious thought for deification to be 
understood in this way as an “eternal relationship” instead of a moral-reli- 
gious process (Swoboda 1996: 245). The primordial matter of creation and 
the prophetic principle of receptivity and unity combine into the image of the 
Mother of God: on the one hand she is the earth, the passive principle of 
creation, creature, the receptacle of the divine logoi. On the other hand, 
however, she is the “shower of the way” (Hodegetria),aD “the prophetic sign” 
(“‘Znamenie”),21 “ the facilitator” (“Sporitel’nica”), which are also characteris- 
tics of the Spirit. The various roles of the Mother of God are in their turn 
identifiable almost at will as Mary, the World Soul (Earth), or Sophia 
(Heaven). The Holy Spirit (“the chorus-leader of life”; II, 743), which Ivanov 
sometimes evokes as the male counterpart to feminine matter/earth/universe, 
is also in the final analysis identical to the divine creation. The Spirit and the 
Divine Mother merge as the immanent aspect of transcendent divinity, and 
this confusion is repeated on other levels. Primordial paradise, for example, 
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actually turns out to be identical to the accomplished cosmos, which calls 
into question the value of real cosmic life, development and history. 

The imagery of seminal logos and receptive soil-flesh is not necessarily 
heterodox, recalling, for example, of the following passage from St. Justin 
Martyr (2nd century): 

All that [the pagans] have well said belongs to us, the Christians. [...I 
These writers were able to perceive the Truth obscurely (amodros) 
thanks to the sowing (spa-a) of the Word which had been placed 
within them. But it is one thing to possess a seed (sperm& and a 
likeness proportioned to one’s capacity, and quite another to possess 
the reality itself, both the partaking and the imitation of which are the 
results of the grace which comes from him. 
(IIApology XIII, 4-6; cited by Danitlou 1973: 42)” 

The difference between Ivanov and Justin lies in their view of the 
source of grace, which bridges the gap between the created logos and Divine 
Logos: Justin sees grace as originating in Christ, Ivanov often speaks as if it 
issues from a continuation of this sowing (spora), on the part of the “Spo- 
ritel’nica”, who is either the immanent aspect of the divine or the cosmos as 
divinity. St. Justin identifies such views as Ivanov’s as a fundamentally pre- 
or extra-Christian religiosity, based on the mere illumination of natural 
symbolic relations inherent in the bgoi spermatikoi. Indeed, there can hardly 
be much account of such historical developments in such a radically anti- 
historicist cosmology as that of Ivanov. His eschatological orientation is, in 
the final analysis, effortlessly tran!muted into a Romantic longing for the 
Golden Age. As Ol’ga Deschartes (Sor) insisted, Ivanov’s work is filled with 
the prophetic and mystical vision of “heaven on earth” (I, 49-51), but without 
an account of historical development this vision could be consistent with 
most religious teachings. On the other hand, the absence of a clear explana- 
tion for death and time ruling on the earth, or of their defeat, may be the 
result of “prophetic” blindness caused by the glory of that final vision. 

It is the inherent divinity of the cosmos that allowed the “Christians be- 
fore Christ”, from Ivanov’s Dionysians to the Platonists and Virgil, to grasp 
Christian truths before their revelation from beyond the cosmos. This reli- 
gious continuity is the basis of Pave1 Florenskij’s view of the icon of the 
“Sporitel’nica”: 

Be,Qb UT0 Xe eCTb 3Ta CIIOpMTeJIbHM~a Xne6oa, KaK He BHAeHHe 

EOrOMaTepki BO o6pase, B KaHOHHWXKOfi @OpMe MaTepH XJIe- 

60~ - aeMt!TpbI? CKBOSb He nO,qwiHABIHFieCR ,QYXOBII~MY HM- 

IIyJlbCy XHBOIlMCHbIe IlplleMbl 80-x rO,QOB, OWJ’~eHHeM OAHaKO 

npO3peBaelUb HMeHHO 3TO TaHHCTBeHHOC BH@HHe, UepKOBHOe 
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“&’ JQlCBHCMj’ o6pasy 6narocTHozt &MeTpbI, B KOTOPOM CO- 

6pa~11i %JIliHbI YaCTb CBOHX IIpeA’IJ’BCTBHfi 0 MaTepkI E;OXIlet. 

(Florenskij 1995: 84) 

To many such a proliferation of divine truth in the Symbolist vision 
smacks of pantheism, which seems always to be the scourge of mystically- 
inspired theological systems and of “prophecy” in general, oriented as it is to 
eschatological unity. Subsequent theologians (such as Vladimir Lossky, 
Georges Florovsky and John Meyendorff), attempting to reconcile Symbo- 
lism with a more traditionally dualistic understanding of an entirely separate 
creation and an absolutely transcendent God, have found it necessary to 
reintegrate this vision of unity with a lucid account, first of the creation itself, 
and then of the means of its reunification with God (Meyendorff 1983: 30- 
37). While the traditional domains of such concerns has been christology and 
pneumatology, post-Symbolist Orthodox theologians have concentrated their 
energies on an ecclesiological cosmology: the Church is not only taken as the 
mediator between God and man, but is limited by history and sacramental 
membership. Discussing the confusion of the cosmos with the transfigured 
creation of the Church in mystic theologians from Boehme to Solov’ev and 
Bulgakov, Vladimir Lossky noted: “It is not legitimate to accord to origins 
that which belongs to vocation, to accomplishment and the final end” (Los- 
skij 1957: 112). Still, Lossky must admit the positive value of Russian reli- 
gious philosophy as a stimulus and inspiration for further theological inquiry. 
The Trinitarian ecclesiology of Lossky, Florovsky, Meyendorff and others is 
in many ways a logical development of turn-of-the-century attempts to locate 
human life within the Trinity, whether through outright pantheism or a 
religion “of the Spirit”. Ivanov’s particular contribution lies in his powerful 
account of Symbolism (in realms from aesthetics to ontology) and his 
inspired, if effusive vision of mysticism and sanctity. 

Ironically, the vague and unformulated nature of Ivanov’s theological 
intuitions may help to accord him his rightful place in religious thought as a 
Solovyevian “prophet”, the herald of potential, but non-existent unity. In this 
he differs significantly from, say, Fr. Sergij Bulgakov, whose single-minded 
attempt to elaborate a full dogmatic system, resulting in open conflicts with 
ecclesiastical authorities, has inevitably hindered a fair assessment of his 
thought. While Ivanov’s basic theological intuition may be consistent with 
that of Bulgakov, he appears much more conscious of the difficulties in- 
herent in granting it systematic account. Ivanov is more willing to use his in- 
spiration to inspire, rather than teach. And, while his vision cannot be called 
theology, it has undoubtedly inspired theologians; while Ivanov’s precise 
formulations may be unsuitable for dogma, his artistic embodiments of these 
same truths present the fullness of a reality that craves dogmatic expression. 
In the limited sense intended here, with respect to the life of the church, 
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Ivanov’s view of himself as “prophet” has been fully justified, and that his 
prophetic vision of the symbol and sanctity remain vital sources of religious 
creativity. 

NOTES 

All references to Ivanov’s Sotxanie soEinenij (Ivanov 1971) indicate volume 
(Roman numeral) and page (Arabic numeral). The author would like to 
express his sincere gratitude to Dr. Michael Hagemeister, Mr. Boris Jakim 
and Prof. Igor’ ViSneveckij for invaluable help in the preparation of this 
article. 
From the draft of letter to Andrej Belyj from April 9, 1908; RGB 109.9.8 11. 
3-4. 
Solov’ev refers to Vladimir Em’s book Grigorij Skovoroda (Em 1912), dis- 
cussed below. 
Both Grabbe and the anonymous author base their accounts mostly on Belyj’s 
1922 Vospominanija o Bloke (Belyj 1995: 219-220, 267-270) but the ano- 
nymous author also refers to V.V. Rozanov’s (uncorroborated, but un- 
challenged) assertion that Ivanov and his wife were among the thirty or forty 
participants in a blood-drinking ritual at the house of poet N.M. Minskij, 
apparently around 1905 (Rozanov 1932: 142), and to N. Arsen’ev’s quite 
derivative study of Dionysian religion (1926). 
Ivanov often called for circumspection in labelling his aesthetics as a 
religious teaching (see, e.g., II, 567-572; Sapov 1994, II: 291, 303). In a later 
lecture, in 1927, Ivanov spoke of the crucial difference between “religious 
thought” and “theology” (Ivanova 1992: 171); for a summary of this lecture 
series (on the Westernizers and Slavophiles, Dostoevskij, Solov’ev, and 
others) see dell’Isola (1927). Fedor Stepun also notes the precedence of 
poetry over reflection in Ivanov’s thought (Ivanova 1992: 376). 
Here, of course, Ivanov opened himself up to new criticism, as when N. 
Arsen’ev commented: “Ein Sophist, kein Prophet. Oder wenn ein Prophet, so 
von welchem Geiste?” (1929: 254). 
On the history of the cycle see Ueland (1992: 77-80); Kotrelev (1982: 163). 
Information on the icon’s history is taken from: Cetverikov (1912: 311-312); 
Agapit (1900: 103-104); Skazanija (1958: 491-493). 
The composition of “Sporitel’nica chlebov” is strikingly similar to “Bogo- 
mater’ Novgorod-Severskaja”, also called “Spasitel’nica utopajuSEich”, on 
which the Mother of God holds her protective veil over loggers who are 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

floating rafts of logs down a river to disastrous effect. This icon is, in turn, a 
variation on the popular “Pokrov” type of icon, in which the Mother of God’s 
protection is symbolized by her holding her veil and/or by her wing-like, 
flowing omophorion (see Gebarowicz 1986: 168-169. ill. 133; for poems on 
this icon see Novgorod-Severskij 1966: 40.46). Despite the absence of a veil 
in “Sporitel’nica chlebov”, it might be seen as a regular development of the 
“Pokrov” tradition. 
Themes from hymnography appear in many of Ivanov’s poems, from the 
psalm-like ‘Chory misterij’ of 1904 (I, 812-815) to the 1914 poem ‘RoZdest- 
vo’ (III, 556) and later the Catholic-inspired poem from The Roman Diary 
(Rim&j dnevnik) for May 1 (III, 609). 
Taking “Zatvornica” to be “Gatekeeper” and not “Recluse”, which is also 
possible. 
The significant section-headings (e.g., ‘Grace of Peace’) were included only 
in the original publication (Vesy, No. 5, 1905, pp. 26-36), and dropped in 
subsequent publications of the essay under the new title ‘The Symbolics of 
Aesthetic Principles’ (I, 823-830). 
See in particular Schmemann’s ‘Sacrament and Symbol’ (1988: 135-151; cf. 
also the echo of Ivanov’s “realiorist” terminology in Smeman (1984: 48). 
Tomas Venclova has presented a full analysis of the “nuptual encounter” of 
earth and spirit in Ivanov’s 1926 sonnet ‘Jazyk’. Venclova concludes that 
“language - and poetry - is just a portent, a prototype, a forerunner [predteEa] 
of a future universal ecumenic bond of people” (Venclova 1986: 121). If one 
also considers that “And the Word become flesh” (“I Slovo plot’ byst”‘; Jn 1 
:14), the original epigraph of the poem, is also the name of an icon of the 
Mother of God (of the “Sign” [“Znamenie”] type), one can see that in ‘Jazyk’ 
the Mother of God plays a role analogous to the one presented in our analysis. 
Cf. Makovskij (1955: 298); Gercyk (1973: 70). 
This imagery was by no means unusual for Ivanov; cf. the second poem “d” 
in Part Four of ‘Celovek’ : 

nOI0: H3 MCpTBeHHbIX 60~03~ 
I;OI’OOCTaBJlCHHO~O IIOJIIII 

CBIlTaSIBCKOJIOCRTC5IBOJIH 

haBU.IHX Ha3CMb 6OWGlX 3BC3,& 

(III, 236) 

On St. Seraphim in Ivanov’s works see Docenko (1996). 
There is now a wide literature on these terms; for one of the earliest items 
from modern Russian thought see Solov’ev’s strange (although incompletely 
preserved) note on “umnoe delanie” and also its bowdlerized use in Pisem- 
skij’s novel Masony(Florovsky 1965). 
See II, 771-780; Wachtel (1990: 124-125, 137-139; 1994); Carlson (1988); 
Blok (1927: 242); Gercyk (1973: 46-55). 
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Ivanov calls mystical anarchism “Hodegefics, i.e., [it] is subordinated to the 
general concept of philosophizing on the ways (and not goals) of freedom” 
(III, 89). Thus the epithets of the Mother of God are taken as technical terms 

21 
denoting immanent religious experience. 
See III, 625-626, I, 8-9; see also note 11 above. 22 Ivanov cites the first phrase of this passage in his 1934 letter to Alessandro 
Pellegrini on “Docta pietas” (III, 440, 443). 
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